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We have studied chiral induction in a nematic in contact with a chiral surface using computer simulations. Nematic and surface
particles have been modelled using the GayÈBerne (GB) potential considering, additionally, a short-range chiral term for the
inducing surface. We Ðnd that, close to the chiral surface, a twist of the local director with respect to the surface molecules is
induced, even in the isotropic phase. In the nematic phase, the twist is maintained through orientational correlation and, even
well inside, the sample molecules are e†ectively twisted with respect to the surface director. This process can highlight the basic
mechanism of the chiral induction of a cholesteric, i.e. chiral nematic, phase. A detailed description of the molecular organization
at various distances from the inducing surface is presented, using scalar and pseudoscalar orientational correlation functions.

A well known but still fascinating e†ect is the induction of a
chiral nematic phase upon dissolving a small quantity of a
chiral solute in a nematic,1,2 which can exhibit a huge suscep-
tivity to this chiral perturbation. Such induced chiral nematic
phases have a helical structure with a repeat distance that can
be of a length comparable to the wavelength of visible or IR
light, depending on soluteÈsolvent characteristics and solute
concentration. The induction of a macroscopic twist seems
likely to be connected to the extent of orientational pair corre-
lation. In fact, the induced optical activity, which is a measur-
able quantity related to chirality, is very weak in the isotropic
phase compared to that measurable in nematic phases.3,4
Since the concentration of chiral dopants needed to induce a
cholesteric phase can be very low, even mole fractions of the
chiral inducer below 10~4 are sufficient,5 it is difficult to
understand how the local director twist is generated and pro-
pagated. Indeed, every chiral molecule is expected to have an
environment with a large predominance of achiral molecules
and yet the chiral induction is very e†ective. This is further
complicated by the fact that chiral interactions are expected to
be, on one hand, weak and, on the other, fairly short-
ranged.6,7 The induction of a chiral nematic phase has been
extensively studied, both experimentally and theoretically (see
e.g. ref. 8 and references therein). However, we are aware of no
detailed computer simulation study of systems of chiral mol-
ecules dissolved in a nematic phase. Such a study would, in
any case, be very complicated, using computer simulations,
particularly since the low concentrations involved would
make it very difficult to calculate meaningful statistics.

We have thus decided to study by computer simulation the
chiral induction in a simpler and more controlled system,
where a nematic is put in contact with a surface covered by
chiral molecules which cannot di†use into the nematic bulk.
Such systems could be prepared by coating the surface in
contact with the nematic with a layer of chiral molecules or
with a chiral polymer.

In this work we investigate such a system setting up a GB-
based model described in the next section. We shall also quan-
tify the extent of twist and spatial correlation by introducing a
relevant set of scalar and pseudoscalar orientational corre-
lation functions. The model will then be studied in detail using
Monte Carlo computer simulation and the results will be dis-
cussed in the Ðnal section.

Model system
Our aim is to study how chirality is propagated from a suit-
ably prepared chiral surface to a nematic with which it is in
contact. To do this we have to choose a model nematic and
enclose it in a simulation box with a chiral wall. As a model
for the nematic we have employed a set of elongated ellip-
soidal molecules interacting with the GB potential
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Jones (LJ) interaction depends on a few parameters : length-to-
breadth ratio of the molecules side-by-side toi 4 pe/ps ,end-to-end interaction strength ratio and the twoi@ 4 es/eeadditional adjustable parameters k, l that can be chosen to Ðt
a speciÐc type of molecular model and that, ultimately, modify
the GB phase diagram obtained. In the original
formulation9,11 i \ 3, i@ \ 5, k \ 2 and l\ 1 were chosen to
Ðt the intermolecular potential of a linear array of four closely
spaced LJ spherical sites. However, this choice, that has the
advantage of being extensively studied, tends to give a rather
narrow nematic range.12,13 We have thus used the
parametrization10 i \ 3, i@ \ 5, k \ 1 and l\ 3, recently also
studied in ref. 14, that we have shown to give a wide nematic
range (between scaled temperatures andT SN* B 2.2 T NI* B 3.55,
where and a temperature dependence of theT * 4 kBT /e0)second rank order parameter that resembles moreSP2T15
closely the experimental one for molecules such as cyano-
biphenyls, n-(4 methoxybenzylidene)-4@-n-butylaniline (MBBA)
and other nematogens.

A system of N such particles will be studied in an elongated
box with volume V and sides and using periodicL
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boundary conditions around the x and y sides and conÐned at
the top and bottom by a wall of GB particles, with the addi-
tion of a chiral contribution for the particles at the bottom. In
this way we avoid the artifact of a continuum surface wall and
we can use a similar potential for the interaction between Ñuid
molecules and Ñuid-surface in an e†ort to reduce the spurious
e†ects that can be caused by the inevitably small size of the
sample. We have chosen to use only one chiral surface, in
order to avoid any superposition with additional chiral induc-
tion e†ects. Moreover, a fairly large side of theL

z
* 4 L

z
/pssimulation box has been chosen to minimize the e†ects of

interactions of Ñuid particles with both surfaces and to have a
central Ñuid region that is, on the one hand, relatively broad
and, on the other, well separated from the boundaries. The
boundary walls are referred as the “chiral surface Ï (bottom)
and the “achiral surface Ï (top). The pair interaction between
Ñuid particles and chiral surface molecules is given by U \

where the chiral interaction term is6,7,16UGB] cUch ,
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The pseudoscalar parameter c, for convenience denoted as
chirality parameter, determines the strength of the chiral inter-
action between chiral surface molecules and Ñuid particles,
and it changes sign under reÑection, as givingS221(uü
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an overall scalar interaction potential. We have chosen, for
the shifted distance dependence of the chiral term, a functional
form similar to that of the attractive and repulsive contribu-
tions to the GB potential but with an inverse seventh power
dependence as often assumed for chiral interactions.6,7,16
Such a model system allows us to study the combined e†ect of
anisotropic GB interactions between Ñuid particles and the
short-range chiral interactions a†ecting molecules in proxim-
ity of the chiral surface.

We have used a chirality parameter c\ [2 and show in
Fig. 1 the distance dependence for the most favourable twisted
side-by-side interaction energy between a chiralU* 4U/e0

Fig. 1 Most favourable twisted side-by-side interaction energy (thick
curve) between a chiral surface molecule (light grey) and a Ñuid parti-
cle (white) with both centres of mass positioned along the z axis. For
each separation r*, the twist angle h was optimized in order to give
the most attractive interaction energy whileU* 4 U/e0\UGB* ] cUch*keeping the long axis of the Ñuid particle parallel to the xy plane. The
optimized twist angle h is reported for a few selected distances. The
energy for the side-by-side conÐguration (h \ 0¡) (thin curve), and for
a Ðxed h \ 45¡ twist (dashed curve) are reported for comparison.

surface molecule parallel to the y axis and a Ñuid particle, with
both centres of mass positioned along the z axis. The long axis

of the mesogenic particle was constrained parallel to the xyuü
i
,

plane and the twist angle h with respect to the surface mol-
ecule was then varied until the most attractive interaction was
found. Comparing this curve with the energy proÐle for a
Ðxed h \ 45¡ twist and the energy for the side-by-side (h \ 0¡)
conÐguration we see that, even for the most favourable con-
Ðguration, the contribution of the chiral energy to the total
interaction is relevant only for small intermolecular distances
r. In practice, the e†ective range of the chiral energy term cUchis comparable with one molecular diameter and the chiralpsinteraction of Ñuid molecules with the inducing surface does
not extend beyond the Ðrst or second shell of surface neigh-
bours.

Structural properties
In order to characterize and quantify the chiral induction we
need to introduce a set of observables that describe the orien-
tational correlation of Ñuid molecules amongst themselves
and, more importantly in this case, with the chiral molecules
anchored at the basal surface. A general way of doing this is
to consider averages of a suitable subset of the rotational
invariant functions introduced by Stone.17SL1L2L3(uü
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The averages can be deÐned as integrals with respect to all
orientational variables of the function of interest at a given
intermolecular separation over the pair distribution function
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where o \ N/V is the number density, is theP(2)(r1, uü 1, r2 , uü 2)pair distribution function, and represents an ensembleS. . .T
ijaverage with respect to all molecular pairs. Considering the

geometry of the conÐned system, it is convenient to treat the
Ñuid sample as a collection of virtual planar slabs parallel to
the xy plane and identiÐed by the z coordinates of their
centres. Thus we can concentrate on average invariants of the
type
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intermolecular vector r along the laboratory z axis. These
correlation functions are calculated as histograms during the
MC runs performing averages over all pairs of particles in the
simulation box belonging to the appropriate bins along z. In
particular, we have computed the ÑuidÈÑuid orientational pair
correlation functions
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which express the average second-rank order of molecules at
with respect to those at and the simplest chiral corre-z1 z2 ,
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The functions and describe the prin-S220(z1, z2) S221(z1, z2)cipal orientational and chiral correlation between pairs of
Ñuid molecules whose centres of mass are at distance andz1 z2from the chiral surface. It is worth noticing that the second
function is related to the chiral interaction term UsingUch .

the correlation functions reduce to those betweenz1 \ 0,
chiral surface particles and Ñuid molecules, which we shall
simply indicate as z). Since all boundarySL1L2L3(z)4 SL1L2L3(0,
molecules are parallel, it is possible to integrate with respect
to this DiracÏs delta distribution of angular variables. We have
thus computed the chiral surfaceÈÑuid correlation functions
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where represents an ensemble average with respect to allS. . .T
iÑuid particles. is the density distribution function alongg0(z)z. The histogram S022(z) measures the average tilt of Ñuid par-

ticles outside the xy plane, while S221(z) quantiÐes the prin-
cipal chiral correlation between chiral particles and Ñuid
molecules at distance z.

Computer simulations and discussion
We have investigated this conÐned Ñuid model system
employing Monte Carlo15 computer simulations in the canon-
ical ensemble using an overall cut-o† radius for the pair
potential at a densityrc* \ rc/ps\ 4.0 o* 4ps3o \ ps3N/V \

where N is the number of particles and is0.30 V \ L
x
L
y
L
zthe sample volume. We have used a box containing N \ 2048

particles with sides andL
x
* 4 L

x
/ps\ 16, L

y
* 4 L

y
/ps\ 12

The two layers of surface particles areL
z
* 4 L

z
/ps \ 35.56.

parallel to the xy plane and are centred, respectively, at z* \ 0
(chiral surface), z* \ 35.56 (achiral surface). Each layer is
formed by GB molecules aligned to the y axis andNs\ 64
arranged along x as 16 adjacent columns of 4 end-to-end par-
ticles. Neighbouring columns are translated in the y direction
by half molecular length i.e. the distribution of centres ofpe ,
surface particles is that of a two-dimensional hexagonal
lattice. Positions and orientations of surface particles are kept
Ðxed during the simulation and deÐne the boundaries along
the z direction, while for both x and y directions periodic
boundary conditions have been used. We have updated the
sample using the standard Metropolis procedure moving one
randomly selected particle at a time. Orientations were ran-
domly sampled using the BarkerÈWatts method18 and the
sampling ranges chosen to guarantee an overall acceptance
ratio of 0.5.

We have divided the range [0, for the z* coordinate inL
z
*]

200 histogram bins so that on average each bin contains 10
Ñuid molecules. To reduce the statistical noise of the averaged
histograms it was necessary to perform long production runs.
We have examined Ðve temperatures equally distributed
between T * \ 4.0 and T * \ 3.2 using typically 4] 105 cycles

for the equilibration and 6 ] 105 cycles for the production
runs, where a cycle is a sequence of N attempted MC particle
moves.

In Fig. 2 we report the average total energy per particle of
the conÐned Ñuid as a function of tem-SU*T 4SUT/e0perature and compare it with that of an unconÐned GB bulk
system of N \ 1000 particles with periodic boundary condi-
tions applied in x, y and z directions with the same parametri-
zation and number density.10 At T * \ 3.4 this bulk system
forms a nematic phase with second-rank orientational order
parameter which increases to atSP2T \ 0.63, SP2T \ 0.72
T * \ 3.2. The conÐned system is already orientationally
ordered at T * \ 3.6 owing to the e†ect of the aligned walls. In
addition, in Fig. 2 we plot the average GB energy per particle
restricted to interactions between Ñuid particles TheSUGB* Tf .average molecular energy due to surfaceÈÑuid interactions,
which is the di†erence is almost independentSU*T[ SUGB* Tf ,of temperature. We now turn to the local structural properties
at di†erent temperatures. In Fig. 3 we report the proÐles
across the sample of the density distribution of theg0(z*),
principal orientational ÑuidÈÑuid correlation function for par-
ticles within the same slab S220(z*, z*), and of the xy o†-plane
tilt correlation S022(z*) at temperatures T * \ 4.0 and
T * \ 3.2. The estimated root-mean-squared Ñuctuations are
shown as well.

We notice that, at high temperature, when the conÐned
Ñuid is isotropic, both S220(z*, z*) and S022(z*) are very close
to zero, except for the narrow Ñuid regions in the proximity of
the boundaries, where surface e†ects are stronger and the mol-
ecules fairly well aligned. From the close spacing of the near-
surface peaks in the density proÐle we see that theseg0(z*),
small regions have a two-dimensional distribution of the
centres of mass, with the molecules arranged in layers parallel
to the xy plane. The extension of these structured regions is
limited to ca. 3 molecular diameters at all temperaturespsstudied, while the overwhelming part of the sample is a homo-
geneous Ñuid [g0(z*) B 1].

At the lowest temperature studied, T * \ 3.2 (Fig. 3), the
function S022(z*) is close to its minimum value

which means that the[S022(z*)]min\ [ 1/2J5 B [0.224,
molecular axes are essentially parallel to the xy plane. Theuü

ihistogram S220(z*, z*) is uniform and symmetric with respect
to the central slab at showing that, within the Ñuidz* \ L

z
*/2,

phase, the local orientational order is uniformly distributed,
independent of the actual orientation of the local director.
Only in the proximity of the surfaces does the degree of align-
ment increase further, approaching the maximum value

Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of the average total energy per Ñuid
molecule SU*T the energy per particle due to ÑuidÈÑuid(L), SUGB* Tfinteractions and the temperature range embracing the NÈI tran-(K),
sition of the conÐned Ñuid system (hatched band). The GB energy
proÐle for the unconÐned bulk system10 in the same temperature(=)
range and the NÈI transition hatched line), are reported(T NI* \ 3.55,
for comparison.
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Fig. 3 Density distribution function (top), principal orienta-g0(z*)
tional correlation for Ñuid particles within the same slab S220(z*, z*)
(middle), and xy o†-plane tilt correlation S022(z*) (bottom) for the
temperatures T * \ 4.0 (left) and T * \ 3.2 (right). The estimated root-
mean-squared Ñuctuations are plotted every twenty bins.

[S220(z*, The central portion of thez*)]max\ 1/J5 B 0.447.
sample is still uniform, as shown by the density proÐle g0(z*).

To quantify the induced twist of the local director we have
plotted S221(z*) for the Ðve temperatures studied (Fig. 4). We
observe that while no twist appears on the achiral surface side
at all temperatures, the induced twist of the director propa-
gates from the chiral surface well inside the Ñuid phase. This
e†ect consists in a right-handed twist of the local director with
respect to the laboratory y axis, as indicated by the negative
sign of the S221(z*) function. The thickness of the twisted
region changes with temperature, and the relaxation length
increases with the local orientational ordering of the Ñuid. At
high temperatures the S221(z*) drops rapidly to zero as we
move away from the chiral surface at z* \ 0. However, even
at temperatures T * \ 4.0 and T * \ 3.8, in spite of the central
portion of the sample being isotropic, the director relaxation
range still extends for over 6È12 molecular diameters Onps .lowering the temperature to T * \ 3.6, the whole sample
becomes aligned and the chiral-induced twist of the local
director moves further into the Ñuid region, almost doubling
its range. At this temperature the bulk system10 is still iso-
tropic, slightly above the NÈI transition. At the lowest tem-
peratures the range of the chiral surfaceÈÑuid correlation
S221(z*) is further extended and, at T * \ 3.2, its slow decrease
makes it signiÐcant, even in proximity to the achiral surface.
This behaviour is di†erent from that observed in computer
simulations of cholesteric phases of pure systems of chiral
molecules16 or that obtained using twisted boundary
conditions19h21 where the local director varies uniformly in
space along the helical axis. To determine if the information
provided by these correlation functions is truly signiÐcant, we
have compared these proÐles with those obtained studying a
similar reference system where both surfaces are achiral
(c\ 0) and that has been thoroughly equilibrated at the same
temperature for a comparable number of cycles. The corre-
lation function S221(z*) for this reference system at T * \ 3.2 is
also plotted in Fig. 4 (bottom right-hand diagram). We see

Fig. 4 Chiral correlation S221(z*) and its root-mean-squared Ñuctua-
tion (plotted every twenty bins) for the Ðve temperatures studied.
Additionally, the S221(z*) for a system conÐned between two achiral
surfaces (c\ 0, continuous line), and for the approximate model
described in the text (dashed line) are shown for T * \ 3.2 in the
bottom right-hand diagram.

that no twist is observed within the precision of the computer
experiment, conÐrming that the e†ects observed are not due to
the Ðnite sample size or to other spurious simulation Ñukes.

To have a cross-check that the chiral induction is not
arising only on the basis of direct chiral surfaceÈÑuid molecule
interactions, we have computed, at T * \ 3.2, the dependence
of the chiral correlation function S221(z*) for an approximate
two-particle model system formed by a chiral surface and an
achiral Ñuid molecule positioned at r* \ (0, 0, z*). The averag-
ing is performed with respect to the orientational distribution
for the Ñuid particle z*)/T *]. In Fig.P(uü

i
, z*) P exp [[U*(uü

i
,

4 we plot the chiral correlation function for this two-particle
model system, and we see that it goes very rapidly to zero
(roughly in two molecular diameters) well before reaching the
potential cut-o† radius rc* .

In Fig. 5 we show, for the system at T * \ 3.2, the ÑuidÈÑuid
chiral correlation functions z*) between reference par-S221(z0* ,
ticles at selected distances and those in the rest of thez0*sample. These functions measure the chiral correlation
between Ñuid slabs by considering explicitly the orientation of
all pairs of molecules belonging to two regions of the sample.
We have considered two cases, with the reference slabs chosen
in regions either close to the chiral or achiral(z0* \ 7.1) (z0* \

surfaces, but at a distance larger than the potential28.4)
cut-o† radius In the Ðrst case, the function is almost zerorc* .
around the reference slab, showing that the ÑuidÈÑuid chiral
correlation does not change over the wide range of the Ñuid
sample where the local director has an almost constant twist h
with respect to y. In the second case the correlation function is
changing its magnitude around showing that, in thisz0* \ 28.4
Ñuid region, the local director is relaxing back to a direction
parallel to y, which can be understood as a result of the inÑu-
ence of the achiral surface. The local director relaxation is left-
handed, as shown by the positive sign of the z*)S221(z0* ,
function. Additionally, this analysis shows that there are no
regions close to the chiral surface where the z*) corre-S221(z0* ,
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Fig. 5 FluidÈÑuid chiral correlation z*) between moleculesS221(z0* ,
within slabs z* and, respectively, (top), (bottom) forz0* \ 7.1 z0* \ 28.4
the sample at T * \ 3.20. The left-hand diagrams are those for the
sample conÐned between a chiral (c\ [2) and an achiral surface
(c\ 0), while those on the right are for a reference system conÐned
between two achiral surfaces (c\ 0). The reference higtogram bins at

are marked with a hatched line, and the root-mean-squared Ñuc-z0*tuations are plotted every twenty histogram bins.

lation changes its sign as a consequence of a change in the
handedness of the director twist h as a function of z*. Such
behaviour would have been expected if the twist angle h of the
local director increased while moving apart from the chiral
surface before relaxing to h \ 0¡. Such an e†ect would be
detected in spite of the quite large Ñuctuation range, since the
correlation functions for the chiral system are signiÐcantly dif-
ferent from the baseline behaviour provided by the reference
simulation with two achiral surfaces, where these functions are
close to zero all over the sample (Fig. 5).

To have an immediate grasp of the signiÐcance of the
detailed analysis presented so far in terms of molecular organ-
ization, the structure of these Ñuid phases is visualized in Fig.
6. We show two snapshots of the conÐned Ñuid sample
(T * \ 4.0 and T * \ 3.2) seen from the [x direction. The par-
ticles at the left and right sides correspond to those of the
chiral (green) and achiral (grey) surfaces respectively. The Ñuid
particles are colour coded according to the twist angle h, cal-
culated as the angle between the y axis and the projection of uü

ion the xy plane. The central Ñuid region of the sample at
T * \ 4.0 is isotropic (all colours are present). The extent of
the twisted region (left portion of the sample) is small, in
agreement with the conclusions drawn on the basis of the
S221(z*) functions. In the nematic sample (T * \ 3.2) the orien-
tational behaviour is quite di†erent and the molecules with a
positive twist h are the majority. Only in a small region close
to the achiral surface (right portion of the sample) are both
positive and negative molecular twists equally probable. The
analyses of these pictorial representations support the conclu-
sions drawn on the basis of the histograms of orientational
correlation functions.

Conclusions
We have examined, with the help of computer simulations, the
induction of a director twist from a planar surface covered by
chiral molecules into a nematic. With the use of surfaceÈÑuid
and ÑuidÈÑuid scalar and pseudoscalar orientational corre-
lation functions we have shown that a twist of the local direc-
tor with respect to the orientation of the chiral surface
molecules is induced by the short-range chiral interactions.
The local director twist has its maximum value nearest to the
chiral surface. On lowering the temperature, the region with a

Fig. 6 Snapshots of two MC conÐgurations at T * \ 4.0 (top) and
T * \ 3.2 (bottom) as seen from the [x direction. The Ñuid particles,
represented here as uniaxial ellipsoids, are colour coded using the
palette shown, according to the angle h formed by the projection of
their molecular axis on the xy plane with respect to y. The chiraluü

i(green) and achiral (grey) surface particles are shown on the left and
right-hand sides.

twisted local director is extended up to large distances from
the inducing surface deep inside the Ñuid phase, by the com-
bined e†ect of short-range chiral surfaceÈÑuid interactions and
long-range anisotropic correlations. In our case the director
twist eventually relaxes smoothly to zero under the inÑuence
of the achiral counter-surface. Our results indicate that it is
through the onset of long-range orientational correlations in
the nematic phase that a twisted local director is conserved.
The induction of a cholesteric phase by chiral particles in a
nematic matrix could be explained by a superposition of such
chiral distortions which sum up to the macroscopically
observed helical structure, in agreement with de Gennes
model.2 In this case the induction and long-range conserva-
tion of the local director twist could be interpreted as a basic
mechanism of the induction of a chiral nematic phase.
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